Scalyr 200 Terabytes per Day,
Benchmark Report

The purpose of this report is to summarize the series of benchmarking tests that Scalyr conducted to validate service
quality and performance at ingestion rates of 200 TB/day. It is intended to help the reader understand how Scalyr
evaluates its SaaS Log Analytics service and how the system performs at large scale.

Success Criteria
These tests were performed in conjunction with Scalyr’s ‘Sonic Boom’ announcement of our new architecture. At the
outset of the benchmarking project, success criteria were defined as follows:
• The load generator can emit logs at a sustained rate of 2.3 GB/sec (200 TB/day)
• Scalyr ingests 100% of that log data with zero loss
• 99th percentile ingestion delay (until logs are available for querying) is less than 2 seconds
• Simultaneously, the cluster processes queries at a rate equivalent to normal usage
• Queries return complete results with no missing data
• 90% of queries complete in less than 1 second
• Resource usage is consistent with our cost targets.
The detail below describes how we executed the benchmarking test and how we met the success criteria using Scalyr’s
new architecture.

Test Setup
The test is set up to generate, ingest, and parse a massive volume of logs, while simultaneously searching the ingested
and accumulated data. We designed the tests based on production usage patterns to strive for realism and stress the
system in the ways users stress it.
Fig 1 shows a conceptual diagram of the major functions and data flow within Scalyr. Scalyr is SaaS, and users are only
concerned with the input and output, but to explain the performance considerations, we want to show what happens
inside the service. We ran the load test on the same infrastructure we use for our customers.
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Fig 1. Scalyr benchmark test setup - conceptual diagram.

The input logs were produced by Flog - an open source, randomized log generator. HTTP access logs were used, as they are
common, contain a reasonable mix of fields, and provide data for a variety of realistic searches - from “needle-in-thehaystack” (HTTP GETs from specific IP) to broad aggregations (99th percentile latency on all GET requests). To easily scale tests up
and down, the test generator was run on Kubernetes, with a single instance of Flog in each pod.
The query tests stressed searching newly generated logs in realtime. A query tester generated a production-representative volume
of queries. The queries were designed to exercise a variety of realistic paths. Some examples: full-text search for a common term
(“Mozilla”) matching 80% of events (14 billion hits), full-text search for a rare term (“12345”) matching less than 0.0001% of events,
and conditions based on parsed fields (“status>=400”).
We used Scalyr to monitor Scalyr, just as we do in production. While the Scalyr test instance (illustrated below) under test received
benchmark traffic, the Scalyr 2 instance monitored it. Scalyr 2 also received the telemetry information from the test generator,
which included agent logs and Flog instances from each pod, to control generator performance and provide accurate metering.
Comparing event rates and volumes of logs measured by the generator against the data recorded by Scalyr 1, we independently
verified that all logs were processed correctly. On the Scalyr 2 side, query execution data was collected through the entire search
pipeline. Error rates were tracked to ensure correctness. Application and system metrics were monitored to tune the system and
verify cost and capacity.
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Fig 2: Testbed data flow.

Benchmarking at hyper-scale consumes significant AWS resources. To make the tests cost-efficient, we purpose-built
automation to scale the entire setup up and down rapidly and reliably, and set up alerts to prevent accidental resource overuse.

Figure 3. Scalyr UI during the load test. The graph shows ingestion volume at 2.3GB/sec (200TB/day). An annotation signifies running a query load-test.
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Results
We ran multiple tests at a progressively larger scale: 5, 25, 50, 170 and 200 TB/day. During these tests we measured performance
and utilization, tuning the capacity for various system components for subsequent test runs. The results validated that the system
can scale linearly, balancing performance and cost as load increases (Fig. 4).

Fig 4: Compute nodes provisioned for 5, 25, 50, 170 and 200 TB/day tests. Each color represents a different system component. The ups and downs
show capacity tuning during the tests.

Ingestion performance
Log events are sent to the Scalyr ingestion API, where they are load-balanced, parsed, queued, and made available for search. To
measure the performance of the ingestion pipeline, we monitored the load generator, the total volume of ingested data, and
ingestion latency: the time from when an event is sent to Scalyr until it becomes available for search. Fig #5 shows that at 200TB/day
load, logs are available for search after 0.2 seconds on average, with 90% delay below 0.5 second mark most of the time. The bobble
around 10:50 AM was caused by a change in the test configuration. Some test generator k8s nodes had to be removed and
recreated in a different availability zone; causing a dip in generated log traffic.

Fig 5: Scalyr dashboard showing ingestion metrics over a 2.5 hour time period during the
200TB test. Left: generated load, in events per second, by K8S cluster. Averages around 6.5M
events/sec total. Center: Total ingestion volume, in TB/day. Averages just above 200TB/day
Right: Ingestion delay, sec. Mean mostly under 0.2 sec, 90%tile mostly under 0.5 sec.
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Query performance
We also measured query performance to validate that Scalyr’s signature query speed was maintained under high ingestion load.
The query tester issues a set of realistic queries, as described above, at the rate approximating Scalyr’s production query load. The
results show that search remains performant on live data over heavy ingestion load: 95% of the queries return within around one
second.

Fig 6: Query performance under 2.3GB/sec ingest load. Shows 95%tile elapsed time, in milliseconds, for four different kinds of queries.

Behind the Curtain
Much happened behind the scenes to achieve unlimited ingestion at our affordable price objectives, while maintaining our wellknown search performance with petabytes of data. Scalyr’s new architecture has reduced the compute power required to ingest and
search data by an order of magnitude. Fully automating rapid scale up and down while under full load was instrumental to running
benchmarking tests without costly over-provisioning, and critical in production to adapting elastically to surges of log volume.
A key productization goal, to use S3 and also allow Scalyr’s customers to provide their own S3 if they want, has become a constant
during our development and testing. Architectural considerations and design is crucial to our ability to convey the full cost benefit of
S3 to our customers. These and many other improvements enabled Scalyr to drive the costs down and pass the savings to our
customers, offering the lowest price per volume in the industry.

Conclusion: Scalyr’s new architecture ingests 200TB/day with fast query performance
The benchmarking tests run on Scalyr’s new architecture achieved and exceeded our established success criteria, and established
new industry benchmarks. Scalyr can ingest 200 TB/day of log data, and we can confidently offer this capacity to our customers.
Furthermore, our architectural approach allows for continued high query and feature performance even while the service is under
maximum load.
This is only a summary of what was a very complex, multifaceted series of tests. If you are interested in learning more about how
Scalyr’s capacity and performance would work in your environment, or to learn more details about these tests, please contact us.
We will be happy to share more detailed information.
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Learn More
For more information on Scalyr’s breakthrough
1) To learn how Scalyr’s approach to Log Analytics differs from alternatives, read our Point of View Paper “Event Data at Scale:
The Foundation of a Modern Business”
2) To understand the engineering considerations that went into Scalyr’s cost and performance breakthrough, read Steve
Newman’s blog “1000 Little Breakthroughs”
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